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TECHNICAL SKILLS

GESTA Engineering - Taranto

SITE SURVEYOR
01/2017 - 06/2017

Site survey and data organization

I,m Roberto and i’ve been working as an Architect consultant for
the last 7 years. I am a qualified and experienced  CAD Technician.
My strenght points are the creation of 2D/3D drawings with a keen
eye for details, a deep knowledge in the standardization process
for drawings and methods (such as Layers organization and folder
structure), a great aptitude to work in team and good problem
solving skills. In the last 5 years i’ve been collaborating with an Irish
company producing high quality drawings including details at any
scale. I’ve developed an extremely high aptitude in matching
deadlines.

Arbore & Partners. - Molfetta
International Architecture Firm
Design of varies scales projects like hotels, restaurants, houses and
retails. Relationships with clients and site visits .

CONSULTANT ARCHITECT 06/2017 - 12/2018

AFEC International. - Dublin
Leading international Fire Engineering Consultant
Production of high quality 2D/3D drawings including site plans,
plans, sections, elevations and details. Organization of the internal
folder structure, standardization of the drawing process and
employee training. 

CONSULTANT ARCHITECT 01/2019 - 01/2024

Office Suit

Adobe Photoshop

Revit Architecture

AutoCad

Rhinoceros

LANGUAGE SKILLS

Italian

English

University of Politecnico di Bari - Bari

INTERNSHIP
01/2016 - 07/2016

Design of varous projects like offices and “Aula Magna” within the
Politecnico di Bari. Relationship with external contractors and site
visits.

EDUCATION

ECDL COMPUTER LICENCE  08/2008

MASTER HONOUR DEGREE IN ARCHITECTURE
University of Politecnico di Bari - Bari 2008 - 2015

WORKSHOP SPAZIO, LUCE E ARCHITETTURA
Bauhaus - Dessau 10/2016

PROFESSIONALLY CHARTERED
University of Politecnico di Bari - Bari 02/2017

ArcGIS

+39 3406652448

REVIT ARCHITECTURE COURSE  05/2017 - 07/2017

I had a Leading role in guiding our company's inception. I have
helped drive our company's expansion to position ourselves as a
provider of architectural drafting and design solutions

SENIOR ARCHITECT 01/2024 - Present

Co-founder and Director at DDS Drafting Design Solutions

www.ddsdrafting.ie


